JLS Automation Exhibits with Drake at IFFA 2010

JLS Automation of York, PA announces their participation in IFFA 2010 held in the Messe Frankfurt May 8-13th, 2010. JLS Automation will be exhibiting with our Partner, Drake in Stand # 6.0 B65.

More details about the IFFA 2010 - www.iffa.messefrankfurt.com

During IFFA 2010, the Drake/JLS ETI will demonstrate the automation of manual inspection and product handling functions associated with Drake’s popular hot dog loading system. Based on the JLS Talon Packaging System, the ETI system is IP 69K certified and designed to be cleaned according to industry methods. George Reed, Vice President of Drake Engineering commented, “ETI brings an unprecedented level of efficiency and improved sanitary design to hot dog loading. The results are increased throughput and at the same time lower operating costs due to reduced headcount on the line.” ETI is designed to work in conjunction with Drake Loading Systems.

Click here to schedule a meeting with JLS during the IFFA 2010.

Overview of the Drake/JLS ETI System:

- Free of Human Contact - Sanitary conditions improved exponentially
- Increased Line Productivity - Electronic vision system accelerates the inspection rate
- Defect Detection - Product deviation is recognized & replaced
- 100% Wash Down - IP 69K certified and designed to be cleaned according to industrial methods

JLS Automation is a leading supplier of Packaging Systems for the Food Industry including High Speed Picking, Product Feeding Systems. JLS is a member of FPSA, PMMI, and RIA as well as a Certified Partner for ABB Robotics.

www.jlsautomation.com